Job Title: Special Event Volunteer – Swamp Search

Job Description: Assist with activities, set up, clean up and execution of the Swamp Search event at the EEC. The Swamp Search is a scavenger hunt along the EEC trails. The event is for family, friends, scouts, other groups or individuals of all ages.

Qualifications:
- Interest in working with the public
- Creativity and artistic ability a plus
- Willing to work outside for the day
- Ability to accurately record information for participants

Responsibilities and Tasks:
- Work at the reception desk to check participants in and out
- Assist with scoring and timing the teams
- Help with set up and breakdown
- Assist on the trails as needed
- Assist with “Eco – Quiz” game
- Serve as an usher, as needed, for live animal program

Requirements of the Job:
- Availability on the last Sunday in April
- Receive training regarding the event prior to the event opening
- Must be 15 years of age or older

Supervision: Jane Parks, Environmental Event Specialist or other Park Commission staff